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TO:

Eileen Donoghue, City Manager

FROM:

Christine Clancy, DPW Commissioner

DATE:

March 31, 2022

RE:

C. Robinson – Request City Manager Provide Status Update On Heating System
And ADA Complaint Ramps At The Reilly School Facility

The Department of Public Works has made considerable improvements this fiscal year to the
heating system at the Reilly School. A uninvent replacement project which included replacement
of univents within 16 classrooms and piping within the basement area was completed over the
winter. The total cost of this project was $342,000 and was funded with DPW FY22 capital. The
original desired timeline for this project was November 2021 but lead times on the univents
required that the project be extended through the winter and was finally completed in March
2022. Temporary diesel heaters were utilized to provide heating throughout the winter.

Pictured: Classroom uninvent installed as part of the DPW Reilly School Capital Project
The 4 existing Aerco Benchmark boilers at the Reilly School also required significant repairs. 2
boilers are required to operate the school and the other 2 boilers provide redundancy to the
system. DPW procured heat exchangers for 2 of the 4 boilers and installed them in December
2021. The overall cost of these two heat exchangers was $100,000. DPW procured the materials
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and installed the heat exchangers in house. Boiler start-ups were coordinated with an outside
contractor. The other two boilers still require repair. One requires a gas train which has been
ordered ($10,000). The second part is another heat exchanger which is approximately $50,000.
DPW is obtaining quotes and plans to install this sometime this summer ahead of the next
heating season so that full redundancy can be restored to the system.
The existing ramps that exit the school into the courtyard area are approximately 15 years old
and require replacement. DPW Lands & Buildings will prioritize this project during April
vacation. The ramps will be replaced with wood and railings will be steel. Concrete was
considered as a replacement material; however, there is difficulty with being able to provide
concrete from a concrete truck into the courtyard area. There is one internal existing wooden
ramp that should really be a material other than wood (steel as an example). DPW is obtaining
quotes to replace this ramp. This ramp will be replaced this summer pending procurement
timelines and funding availability.

Pictured: Reilly School wooden ramps to be replaced April vacation
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Pictured: Reilly School interior wooden ramps tentatively to be replaced Summer 2022

Cc: Jim Green, Deputy Commissioner of DPW – L&B

